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Study of Physics 
Track 11 – Disc 2 

 
 
Chorus  
I’m moving fast like this 
I’m moving slow like that 
It’s the study of physics  
Ya gotta get with it  
(Repeat) 
 
Verse 1 
You see mass is defined 
As a body of coherent matter 
But see I’d rather just tell you  
That it’s the amount of the matter  
Inside an object 
So understand that it makes up 
Any item you can touch 
And physically see 
Now when we talk about density 
Specifically we mean 
The heaviness of an object 
That at times can’t be seen 
For example, a rock  
Is denser than a balled up piece  
Of paper of the same size 
Now raise your hands to the sky 
If you can define the next word 
It’s called velocity 
And if you’re thinking about speed 
Then possibly you’re on the right track 
But I hope your definition 
Has to do with the speed 
But also the direction 
You have to have both 
Cuz if all you have is a lot of speed 
Then all you know is how fast 
But can’t determine velocity 
And an upward force 
Pushed by a liquid, gas, or other fluid 
Well that’s our next word 
And it’s called buoyancy  
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
 
 

 
Post Chorus 
Mass, motion, velocity, and force 
These are the things you should learn  
Over the course of this lecture 
Let’s not forget buoyancy and density 
And then we’ll wrap it up  
With the conservation of energy 
(Repeat) 
 
Verse 2 
Now for this example 
We’re gonna talk about race cars 
Put your hands in the air 
If you love fast cars 
Though you might not get it now 
Soon you will see 
That the energy of motion  
Depends on the speed 
See the faster the object 
The more energy of motion 
And when a race car crashes 
Everything becomes broken 
And when you see parts flying 
It’s cuz parts of the car 
Carry off most of the energy 
Which protects the driver 
Most likely he’d be injured 
If he absorbed all that energy 
So you could say 
He’s probably lucky we have technology 
So advanced back in the day  
The energy would’ve formed into elastic 
Crushing the car 
But we live in a world  
Where we’ve come so far 
That we can teach the laws of physics 
So it’s not that hard 
To understand an example 
Of the law of conservation of energy 
Rewind that back 
To store it in your memory, yeah 
 
Repeat Chorus 

 


